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Premise:  Value identification and alignment is a great way to practice our faith and find faith-
partners to effect personal and community transformation. 
 
Process: 

1. Make list of your strongly held beliefs – match them with a value  
A value is: 
1.  a core belief that has guided your actions your entire life  
2.  helps connect you with God and  
3.  makes the world a better place. 

2. Ask others which values they see you living 
3. Winnow your list of values to the three to five most closely held.  Label these your Core 

Values. 
4. In the next month: 

1. observe specific examples of actions you took to express your core values – begin to 
understand your values as a “lived expression of faith” buy observing them in action in a 
non-church context. 

2. Observe specific examples of actions you did not take but, upon reflection, wished you 
had taken. 

5. Notice the gap between claimed values and expressed values.  Be your own toughest critic. 
6. Build an action plan to close the gap:  stretch your value expression by identifying 

opportunities to stretch yourself.  Examples? 
7. Review the program offerings at Christ Church to see which programs align with your 

values.  Choose one to offer your Time, Talent and Treasure.  Make matching gift to the 
operational budget.  [one downside of values is we can lose our institutional loyalty. CC 
needs your support!].  It’s important that this work makes you feel settled into yourself after 
you do it.  The work should be regular with time in between to reflect (weekly or monthly). 

8. If Christ Church does not have anything that works for you, talk to Marek to see if you 
might initiate a new ministry. 

9. Invite non-member friends and acquaintances to join you in your chosen focus at CC.  As 
you work with non-members for your value work, you will begin to see opportunities to 
expand or deepen the work. 

10. Once you are clear on your values and have practiced them in your personal life and church 
life, find an organization that shares your value and offer yourself there also.   

11. Use CC as a place to reflect on your lived values.  Attend a regular spiritual offering that 
helps you reflect on your value work and critique yourself. 

12. Develop a personal value matrix listing 
1. Claimed values 
2. Lived values 
3. Gap plan 
4. Reflection plan 

13. Share the matrix with Marek for accountability 


